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ABSTRACT 
Two properties of conjugate Toeplitz matrices are given: (1) an expression for the 
elements inside the inverse matrix of an r-Toephtz and of a conjugate Toeplitz matrix 
is obtained in a direct way from elementary results about arbitrary partitioned 
matrices; (2) the necessary conditions to apply the generalized Trench algorithm for 
conjugate Toephtz matrices are discussed. It is shown that there exist strongly 
invertible conjugate Toeplitz matrices to which the algorithm may not be applied. 
1. INTERIOR ELEMENTS OF THE INVERSE OF A TOEPLITZ-LIKE 
MATRIX 
An n X n complex matrix A = [aij] is called Toephtz iff ai+l,j+l = ai,j 
Vi,j=1,2 ,..., n - 1. M. J. C. Gover and S. Bamett (see [l] and [4]) gave 
some extensions of this definition. By a conjugate Toeplitz matrix they mean 
an nXn matrix B=[bij] such that b,+l,j+l=c(bi,j) Vi,j=1,2,...,n-1 
[c(r) denotes the complex conjugate of xl, and by an r-Toeplitz matrix an 
n X n matrix D = [dij] such that di+T,j+F = d,,j Vi, j = 1,2,. . .,n - r. A 
(classical) Toeplitz matrix is an r-Toeplitz matrix with r = 1, while a conju- 
gate Toeplitz matrix is an example of a 2-Toeplitz matrix. 
If these matrices are invertible, expressions for the elements inside the 
inverse matrix in terms of the elements on its border (i.e. those of its first and 
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last rows and columns) have been obtained: 
(1) Trench studied Hermitian positive definite Toeplitz matrices (see [5]) 
and used the special properties of these matrices. 
(2) Zohar (see [6]) exploited the persymmetry of Toeplitz matrices. 
(3) Gover and Bamett considered conjugate Toeplitz and r-Toeplitz 
matrices. They gave proofs based on properties related to generalized 
companion matrices. 
By applying twice the formula for the Schur complement, these results can 
be obtained immediately: 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose A E M,(C) is invertible, A,, B,, X’, T E M,(C), 
n-r<r, and 
(1) If A,,B,,X,T’ are invertible and B,‘=f(A;‘) f~ soar f~ 
Map(M,(C), M,(C)), then 
X’=f(T zx-'Y)+ Y'(T')_'Z'. 
(2) Zf A is an r-Toeplitz matrix with inverse Y = [ yij] of which the first 
and last principal minors of order r, IY1,l and IY,,,] respectively, are rwnzero, 
then 
Yi+r,j+r =Yi,j+[Yi+r,l,...,Yi+r,rlYl,‘[Yl,j+r,”’,Y,,j+rlT 
-[Yi,n-r+l,~~~,Yi,nlY~1[Yn--T+l,j””’Yn,j3T~ i,j=l ,...,n - r 
(3) Zf A is a conjugate Toeplitz matrix with inverse Z = [zijl (zll # 0 and 
z,, f O), then 
Zt+l.j+l=c(zi,j>+ 
zi+l,lzl,j+l zi nzn j 
_-c L 
Zl,l i I 
i,j=l ,...,n -2. 
z 
n,n 
Proof. (1): For the partitioned matrix A-‘, the formula for the Schur 
complement gives A, = (T - ZX-‘Y)-’ and B, =(X’- Y’T’-‘Z’).-’ Thus 
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f(T - ZX_'Y) = X’- Y’T’_‘Z’, whence the given expression for the interior 
elements. 
(2): The previous result can be applied to the following case: 
A, = B,, X=Y,,, Y=[Y, %,I> z= y3 
[ 1 % ’ 
y2 
Y'= y 
[ 1 ) Z’=[Yo y,], T'= Y,,,. 5 
Now f is the identity, so T - ZX-‘Y = X’- Y’T’-‘Z’. As pointed out in [4], 
the result follows by considering the M th element. 
(3): Note that if in addition r = n - 1, then X’= f(T - ZY/X)+ Y’Z’/ T’. 
Hence if 
a0 
I ! 
a-1 a_2 *‘. a- n+l 
44 da01 C(U-,) *** 4%+2) = 
cn-yun_l) . . . : l> cc-y uo) 
then f will correspond to the conjugation. W 
The conjugate-Toeplitz case follows of course from the 2-Toeplitz case, 
but is more explicit in the sense that it only uses the first and last row and 
column. 
The first part of Proposition 1 can also be formulated for other ways of 
partitioning a matrix. 
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EXAMPLE (Interior elements of the inverse of a Vandermonde matrix). 
Suppose 
1 1 . . . 1 
x1 x2 .*. xn 
A= xf x2” .a. xf 
n-l 
Xl 
xp-’ . . . 
2 x:-i 
has a matrix 2 = [zij] as its inverse and that z, ,, z,,,, and xi (i E (1,. . . , n}) 
are all # 0. Then 
zi j zi l’n j+l zij+p-+ ’ zi n'n j -2 
xi ?P "ft.1 ‘i’n,n ’ 
i=1,2 ,...) n-l, j=1,2 )...) n-2. 
Indeed, consider the partitioned matrix 
a,, b, being scalars. In this case, the blocks on the left-hand side in each 
partitioning are related: B, ’ = f(A; ‘>, where f now means left multiplica- 
tion by the diagonal matrix X = diag[ x r ‘, . . . , xi! l]. 
2. APPLICATION OF THE ALGORITHM FOR CONJUGATE 
TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
In [l] an algorithm was provided for inversion of a conjugate Toeplitz 
matrix. It was an extension of the results of Trench and Zohar. While the 
latter could be applied to any strongly invertible Toeplitz matrix, there are 
strongly invertible conjugate Toeplitz matrices for which the algorithm of 
Gover and Bamett may not be applied. This is pointed out in the next 
proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Suppose A E M,(C), A,, B, E M,(C), and X, 2” E 
M,_,(C) are invertible, n - r < r, and 
(1) The elements of X and T’ satisfy the system 
n--r 
- ,El [(Y’T’-‘)i,k(T’-‘Z)~.j]T~,~ + Xi,j = (‘F’)i,j 
Vk, Z,i, j E (1,. . .,n - r). 
(2) Zf A is a Toeplitz matrix (take r = n - 1 in the above decomposition), 
then 
@i-lL,n-l 
X=T’= l-(Z/X),_,,,(Y/X),,,_, . 
(3) Zf A is a conjugate Toeplitz matrix (take r = n - 1 in the above 
decomposition ) and 
then 
(B,‘),,,+(Y’/T’),,,(Z’/T’),,,(A;’)n-l,n-l 
‘= l-(Z/X),-,,,(Y/X),,,-l(Y’/T’),,,(Z’/Tf)l,, ’ 
T’= w)“--l,“-l +(Z/X),-,,,(Y/X),,,-~(~~l)~,~ 
1-(z/X),-,,,(Y/X),,,-,(Y’/T’),,,(Z’/T’)1,1 ’ 
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Proof (1): From 
Y 
1 [ 
z3;’ + Y'Yr'Z Y' 
A,‘+ZX-‘Y = Z’ T’ 1 
it follows that 
Xi,j = (B;‘)i,j + (Y'T'-'Z'),,j, 
T&l = (A;1)k_,+2r,l_n+zr +(ZX-lY)k-n+2+,1-n+2, 
Vk, 1, i,j E 11,. . . , n - r). 
(2),(3): If r = n - 1 and i, j, k = 1, the system becomes 
T’-(Z/X),-I,,(Y/X),,,-,X=(A;‘)~-~,~-~, 
(S) 
-(y’/T’)l,,(Z’/T’),,lT’+ x = (K’),,,. 
For a Toeplitz matrix, A, = B,, X = T’, (Z/X>,-,,, = (Z’/T’)l,l, 
(Y/X>,,,-, =W/T’) 1, 1, and (3) will reduce to 
It follows that 1 -(Z/X),_ l,l(Y/X)l,.,_, # 0, whence the given expression. 
For a conjugate Toeplitz matrix, the system (S) does not necessarily 
reduce to one equation. n 
For a strongly invertible Toeplitz matrix the conditions imposed in the 
proposition are always fulfilled, but a strongly invertible conjugate Toeplitz 
matrix does not necessarily satisfy the condition (C). This contradicts an 
assertion made in [2] (Remark 7). In case one of the conditions of the 
proposition is not satisfied, modifications can be introduced. This was done in 
[3], where an algorithm is given to compute the inverse of a conjugate 
Toeplitz matrix that is not even strongly invertible. 
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EXAMPLE. Consider 
It is a strongly invertible conjugate Toeplitz matrix, but the condition (C) is 
not fulfilled for this matrix. Hence, if the algorithm for conjugate Toephtz 
matrices is applied on A, it will fail. 
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